
Epic Western makes classic cocktails in a can. 
Convenient, consistent and made with real, top-
shelf ingredients. We don’t cut corners by using 
sugar alcohol, agave flavoring or mixto tequila like 
other canned cocktails on the market. We only 
use 100% Blue Agave Tequila from Los Altos de 
Jalisco, certified Mexican mineral water and real 
citrus. 

Perfect homemade cocktails that you never have 
to make yourself…now that’s Epic.

A CLASSIC  IS  A  CLASSIC  FOR A  REASON.
IT  DOESN’T  NEED TO BE INNOVATED OR REMIXED.
IT  DOESN’T  NEED TO BE IMPROVED UPON OR UPDATED.
IT ’S  DAMN NEAR PERFECT THE WAY IT  IS . 
AND IT  TASTES RIGHT EVERY TIME.

The Genuine Article

The Ranch Water is a classic cocktail with a history as 
old as the state itself. We make ours the way they’ve 

been made for centuries, with a heavy pour of 100% Blue 
Agave Tequila, Mexican mineral water, lime and a dash of 
salt. Just like the cowboys that invented ‘em, our Ranch 
Water is simple, strong, and best enjoyed whether you’re 

under the stars, on the ranch or out on the town.

Our Paloma is as approachable as your new next-door 
neighbor and her pink flamingo-studded yard. Made with 
only 100% Blue Agave Tequila, certified Mexican mineral 

water, real grapefruit, and a dash of salt, it’s juicy, 
refreshing and perfect for crawfish boils, day-drinking 

and sweltering summer nights. Grapefruit forward, sweet 
and balanced, this premium tequila cocktail is sure to be 

your new main squeeze.

The Margarita is a classic cocktail enjoyed around the 
world, but here in San Antonio, Texas we add orange 

to balance the lime and brighten the flavor. The Chispa 
Rita is a sparkling spin on the classic skinny. Made with 

premium 100% Blue Agave Tequila, certified Mexican 
mineral water, real orange and lime, our Chispa is light 
and refreshing with a hint of sweetness and no added 

sugar for a cocktail that’s all pleasure and no guilt.
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To learn more about Epic Western, 
find your nearest retailer, or get in 

touch, visit our website.

epicwestern.com

@epicwestern 

info@epicwestern.com


